Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim: Breaking the barriers between the components is
the best way to reach Iraq stability

Head of the National Iraqi Alliance, Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim, at the Bi-weekly meeting
organized by the Iraqi Center for Media Development Monday, 28/8/2017 indicated that
breaking barriers between the Iraqi components and gather them under an unbiased national
project is the best way to achieve stability in Iraq, indicated that the previous phase is
not to be considered faulty because it took into account the challenges of that period of
time to reassure Iraqi components, yet year 2018 is the time to consolidate democracy.

\r\n

His eminence explained that departing from the Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq was not made
to seek new roles, but was based on reading the requirements of the phase and the nature of
the approach and discourse required, and was not a reaction nor was not the result of
conflict of generations as expressed by some , but the problem was in the nature of harmony

with this readings, His eminence stressed that Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq will remain
closest to the Al-Hikma National Movement.

\r\n

His eminence pointed to the reason for choosing the movement title Al-Hikma (wisdom)
National Movement, indicated that it is a movement in order to gather its members and move
away from partisan isolation, it is national covering the entire homeland, and is wise
because what Iraq needs is wisdom as a key to solving political, security and service
problems without exceeding the Islamic constants. his eminence indicated that the movement
raises the slogan of service and empowering the Iraqi minds to take their roles in building
Iraq because they are the real credit.

\r\n

His eminence stressed the Al-Hikma depends on empowering young people and women so that
young people can play roles that are commensurate with their social size along with women,
pointed out that the General Conference of the movement seeks to represent all components
with a specific percentage allocated to women, pointed to the importance of modernizing the
speech, reforming education and providing services and economic reform.

\r\n

Regarding the national settlement, his eminence explained that the project was not a draft
of the Islamic Supreme Council or a personal project, but the project of the National Iraqi
Alliance, indicated that the project has the approval of the United Nations and took on the
responsibility of sponsoring and supporing it to be the project of the government of Iraq.
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